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Abstract
A computer

aided

tolerance

analysis

tool

is presented

that

assists

the designer

in evaluating

worst

case

quality

of

In tolerance analysis calculations, sets of equations are generated. The number
of equations can be restricted by using a minimum number of points in which quality of assembly is calculated. The number
of points needed depends on the type of surface association. The number of parameters in the set of equations can be
reduced by considering the most critical direction for the assembly condition. The latter direction, called virtual plan
fragment direction, is determined using a virtual plan fragment table, based on an analogy to the plan fragment table used in
degrees of freedom (DOF) analysis. This reduced set of equations is then solved and optimized in order to find the
maximum/minimum
values for the assembly condition using simulated annealing. This method for tolerance analysis has
been implemented in a feature based (re-Idesign support system called FROOM, as part of the functional tolerancing
module.
assembly

after tolerances

have been specified.
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1. Introduction
This paper is the second in a series of two on a computer aided tolerancing tool as part of a larger academic
re-design support system prototype called FROOM. In this paper tolerance analysis is stressed whereas in the
first paper - part I. - tolerance specification was the main topic. An introduction to tolerance analysis is
provided in Section 1.1. The FROOM system, whose tolerancing module is the focus of the remainder of this
paper is introduced in Section 1.2. Section 1.3 provides an overview of the remainder of this paper.
1. I. Tolerance

analysis

After tolerance specification (see the first paper; part I), and checking the coherence and completeness of the
specified tolerances. tolerance analysis can be performed. Tolerance analysis is a method to verify the proper
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functioning of the assembly after tolerances have been specified. Most often, tolerance analysis is performed by
verifying two aspects: feasibility and quality of assembly. In feasibility of assembly the fit is verified. In quality
of assembly clearances are verified. Feasibility of assembly can be considered by checking face associations of
faces of two different components which influence fit, two by two. without considering other faces in a part or
in the remainder of the mechanism. In quality of assembly, clearances and orientations between two surfaces of
two distinct parts that take part in a tolerance chain or loop are calculated. In order to perform such calculations
all the tolerances that are part of the tolerance chain/loop
have to be considered. The designer has manually
specified upper and lower values for clearances and orientations between different parts in an assembly in
so-called assembly conditions; see the tolerance specification paper (part I). The clearances and orientations
specified in these assembly conditions are of importance for the functioning of the assembly. For example, in a
gearpump, the clearance between the two gearwheels determines the functioning of the assembly. It is obvious,
that quality of assembly is difficult to calculate, especially when 3D cases have to be considered. This is
because the positions of the surfaces of the two distinct parts should be calculated with respect to the coordinate
frame of the assembly and based on the tolerance scheme as specified in tolerance specification.
1.2. FROOM
FROOM is a prototype of a re-design support system, currently under development. FROOM is an acronym
for feature and relation based object oriented modeling. For more details on FROOM, refer to [I,21 as well as
part I (the tolerance specification paper).
1.3. OcerLiew

of the puper

In Section 2 an overview is presented of previous work in tolerance analysis. The overall design of the
tolerance analysis module of FROOM is presented in Section 3. In Section 4, the implementation is elaborated.
The results achieved with this implementation are discussed in Section 5 and finally in Section 6, conclusions
and recommendations
are given.

2. Previous work
In this section previous work in the field of tolerance analysis is described. One of the first who proposed a
method for tolerance analysis was Bjorke [3]. Bjorke states that some dimensions are more important than other
dimensions. These dimensions. called sum-dimensions.
are dependent on the individual dimensions. The relation
between both dimension types is deduced from a tolerance chain. Based on the variation of the individual
dimensions. the resulting value for the sum-dimension
is calculated. The method which is only applicable for
2D mechanisms, is highly depending on manufacturing process parameters and only takes size tolerances into
account.
In [4,5], a method is proposed to calculate the contact states of two parts with respect to each other. First, the
parts are assumed to have their nominal shapes and are located at their ideal positions. Then deviation models
are produced by slightly changing the positions of the nominal shapes. An algorithm now calculates the contact
states in the assembly. In this method, only feasibility of assembly is accounted for and tolerances are not
treated as zones.
Clement et al. [6-91 present a general model in which surface associations play an important role, the
so-called Technologically and Topologically Related Surfaces (TTRS) approach. In this approach, tolerances are
treated as small displacements which are in turn described with a tolerance torsor. Thus the tolerances are
described in a highly mathematical way. This method, with some adaptations, has been implemented in
FROOM; see the tolerance specification paper (part 1) and [ 1.2,IO]. Based on the TTRS approach two methods
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design knowledge
1

assembly tolerances
Fig. 1. Main function of the tolerance analysis tool

have been developed for tolerance analysis. Gaunet uses tolerance torsors to represent the tolerance zones [ 111.
Rivibre et al. use matrices similar to the homogeneous coordinate transform matrices that are well known in
robotics to determine the resulting tolerance zones [12]. In this paper the methods are referred to as torsor
approach and matrix approach respectively.
Both the torsor approach and the matrix approach allow the
calculation of clearances and orientations in an assembly.

3. Overall functionality

of the tolerance analysis tool

A first design of the functional tolerancing module has been described in [ 1,2,10]. As stated before, tolerance
specification has already been implemented in FROOM. Tolerance analysis and tolerance synthesis can be seen
as complementary constraint satisfaction methods after the tolerances have been specified. The main function of
tolerance analysis can be defined as:
Calculate with given tolerance types and tolerance values, the resulting tolerance zones in order to ver$y the
mating function of the parts constituting the assembly (feasibility of assembly) and calculate the clearances and
orientations between the parts constituting the assembly (quality of assembly).
In order to fulfill the main functions of tolerance analysis, shown in Fig. 1, several working principles have
to be selected. Due I:Ospace limitations this is not addressed in this paper. Interested readers are referred to [ 131.
The calculation of softgages can be used in feasibility of assembly as described by Gaunet [ 111. The matrix
approach by Rivikre et al. [12] has been selected for implementation
of quality of assembly in FROOM. Several
reasons can be given for this. First, using matrices instead of torsors reduces the number of equations. The use
of torsors requires the calculation of the displacement in a lot of points in the tolerance zone [I 11. However,
there will always be one equation that restricts the tolerance torsor most [lo]. In the matrix approach only a
limited number of points is needed [ 101. Second, the use of matrices is a more common approach than the use of
torsors, at least in Anglo-Saxon literature. The matrix approach is extended with a method to reduce the number
of parameters in the set of equations, based on an analogy to the plan fragments used in degrees of freedom
(DOF) analysis [14]. Simulated annealing (SA) is used as a method to solve the resulting reduced set of
equations.
In Section 3.1, the matrix approach, including a method for reducing the number of equations, is treated in
more detail. A method to reduce the number of parameters is provided in Section 3.2. In Section 3.3, a method
is proposed to solve the derived set of equations, followed by an example in Section 3.4.
3.1. Matrix approach
In the matrix ap:proach tolerance zones can be represented mathematically
by a matrix, called matrix D,
which describes the small displacements in the tolerance zones [ 121. The final displacements in the tolerance
zones, have to be calculated with respect to a datum surface. A datum surface should be selected for each
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shaped cylinder (a) and planar plane (b).

clearance or orientation calculation. This datum surface must be part of the loop in which the assembly
condition appears. This means that all tolerance zones are calculated with respect to this reference. In general,
the tolerance zones are defined with respect to a local coordinate frame. The matrix P represents the
transformation of the local coordinate frame to the coordinate frame of the datum surface, R. The vector of
displacements,
MM’, of a point M in Euclidian space to M’, representing the displacement in the tolerance
zone and expressed in the local coordinate frame R, is [12]:

1Mh?1

R,=

(~-+[pR4+,]*E~lR.

(1)

In order to define formula (1) for each tolerance zone, a number of points is needed, to describe the
displacements. The number of resulting equations is equivalent to the number of points. The number and the
location of these points largely depends on the TTRS case [ 131. These points should be the most extreme points
of the surface itself according to some criterion. For instance the vertices of the bounding box of the surface in
case of irregular shapes, or the intersection of MGDE and the bounding box associated with the surface. Using
these points, the number of equations is reduced compared to [ 111, as has been shown in [10,13]. In Fig. 2, some
examples are given. For an irregularly shaped cylinder (Fig. 2(a)) the two intersection points of the axis of the
cylinder (MGDE) and the bounding box are chosen to describe the displacement in the tolerance zone, so only
two equations are generated. For an irregularly shaped planar plane (Fig. 2(b)) a bounding box is made and on
the comers of this bounding box, the displacements are calculated. Although this may in some cases result in an
exaggerated worst case analysis, these assumptions greatly reduce the number of equations to be dealt with.
Using these points, the tolerance constraints are defined as [12]:

(2)

The next step is to define the maximization
or minimization
function for the assembly condition. A
distinction should be made between the calculation of maximum and minimum clearances and the several cases
of orientation which are possible for the surfaces considered. For clearances, only optimization functions are
necessary. For orientation calculations,
additional constraints are needed to describe the orientation of the
surfaces or MGDEs in the several orientation cases. Consider for example the clearance and orientation between
two cylinders in parallel. For each of the cases, a maximization
or minimization
function can be defined,
including additional constraints for orientation, slightly adapted after [ 121:
Maximum

clearance:

maximize [e,,, - e2J

Minimum

clearance:

maximize 1- e,, + e2ul

(3a)
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Orientation,

,

first case:

Ll

additional

+ eZu) + ( elh - eZh)l

constraint

lelh - e,,l 2 ]ela - eZol

maximize I( e, u - %u) + (-elb

Orientation,
second case:

maximize I( --e,,

I--/
’

additional
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constraint

+ %)]

(3b)

le,,, - eZhl I lelu - e2J,

where e, is the displacement in the points of the surfaces involved in the clearance or orientation which has to
be calculated. A set of constraints and additional constraints could be defined for each tolerance case.

3.2. Virtual plan fwgment

direction

As stated before: a main disadvantage of the method by [ 1 l] is that sets of equations, containing a lot of
parameters, are generated in clearance and orientation calculations. Although, the matrix approach is able to
reduce the number of equations, it seems worthwhile to investigate a method in which the number of parameters
of these sets is also reduced. Another reason is that it is difficult to find the directions in each tolerance zone of
a pseudo TTRS which influence the most the clearance one is interested in. A combination
of the matrix
approach and reasoning about macro-DOFs has been investigated, in order to reduce the number of parameters
in the set of equations. The macro-DOFs are the rotations and translations an object can have without affecting
the nominal geometric constraints imposed on the object. A reduction of the number of equations is also
possible, when a closed path of force is part of the tolerance chain. In closed paths of force the clearance is zero
because a force is applied on the surfaces to maintain contact.
The method to reduce the number of parameters in the set of equations is based on virtual plan fragments.
The term plan fragment was originally introduced by Kramer [ 141. Kramer uses plan fragments to solve nominal
geometric constraints. In this method, the degrees of freedom, the constraint type and the geometric configuration are used in satisfying the constraints. The translations and rotations of an object, necessary to fulfill a
constraint between two objects, are described by the plan fragments. These displacements are referred to as
macro-DOFs to distinguish them from small displacements, or micro-DOFs, which are allowed by the tolerance
zones. The macro-DOFs can be used to determine the most critical direction for an assembly condition, a
micro-DOF.
For tolerance analysis, Kramer’s theory can be used in a somewhat different way. First, the loops in which
the assembly condinons appear are detected. The objects for which the assembly condition is specified are
called the primary objects. Now, for each assembly condition the virtual plan fragment direction is calculated.
This direction represents how the primary objects should be displaced within their respective tolerance zones to
obtain the maximum or minimum clearance or orientation. Parameters describing displacements in directions
other than the most critical direction can be removed from the tolerance constraint and so the number of
parameters in the set of equations can be reduced.
For each loop, the clearance or orientation is now calculated. Therefore, the loop is divided into two chains.
In a chain, the traversal from one of the primary objects to the datum surface on the base object, the object
having zero macro-DOFs, is represented. First, only the virtual plan fragment direction of the primary objects is
considered in the tcllerance chain. After each traversal to a next component in the tolerance chain a check is
performed in order to determine if it is still possible to consider the virtual plan fragment direction of the
primary objects. When all loops in which the assembly condition appears are traversed, the most restrictive loop
can be determined. ‘The above is illustrated in Fig. 3.
A table is necessary to determine the virtual plan fragment direction for each combination of elementary
surfaces. The virtual plan fragment table is based on the reclassification
of Clement’s table [6,7], because the
orientation of the surfaces will be of importance in determining the virtual plan fragment directions. Two virtual
plan fragment tables have been developed, one for clearances and one for orientations [13].
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The virtual plan fragment directions can in general be determined best by first determining the pseudo TTRS
case. In the virtual plan fragment table these cases are listed and using the contents of the table the virtual plan
fragment direction can be determined. This can be illustrated by the example of Fig. 4.
In Fig. 4(a), the virtual plan fragment direction for two parallel cylinders is determined. The virtual plan
fragment direction is determined by calculating the normal vector of both axes of the cylinders. In Fig. 4(b), the
virtual plan fragment direction for two concentric cylinders is determined. As can be seen from the figure, the
virtual plan fragment direction is determined by calculating the normal vectors of the axes of the cylinders. In
this case, there is an infinitesimal number of directions, because the cylindric tolerance zone is symmetric. So,
an additional criterion is necessary. When a virtual plan fragment direction is already available and if it
coincides with one of the possible directions in the 2D plane (Fig. 4(b)), this direction can be chosen. On the
other hand, when no virtual plan fragment direction is available, a direction which corresponds with a direction
of the datum reference frame can be chosen, or a direction can be chosen depending on the next association in
the chain. For each pseudo TTRS case the virtual plan fragment directions can be deduced. The virtual plan
fragment table for clearances is presented in Fig. 5. For a more detailed description of the different cases of the
virtual plan fragment tables readers are referred to [13].
The clearance or orientation is calculated using formulas (1) and (2). In these formulas, the number of
parameters should be reduced depending on the virtual plan fragment directions for the assembly condition. The
elements in formulas (1) and (2) that have to be changed are [D - I] and (x,, y,, z,, 0). In D - I the matrix D
describing the displacements in the tolerance zone has to be adapted. The translation and rotation parameters
which do not lead to a displacement along the virtual plan fragment direction can be removed from the matrix.

CASE

I VPF direction

5-X’:

Any direction

cylmder-cylinder

ZD,

(1VPF

concentric

direction)

Fig. 4. Virtual plan fragment directions for two cylinders (in case of clearance).
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No
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Fig. 5. Virtual

For example, consider a cylindrical

CYCP
D(V,W,P,Y) = SYCP
-SP

tolerance zone. The tolerance matrix (4) is then defined as shown in Fig. 6.

CY

0

plan fragment table for clearances.

sysp

1’

0

cp

w’

0
-sy

0
cysp

01 1

(4)

When the y-axis is defined as the virtual plan fragment direction for this example, the translation parameters
working in the z-direction, w, can be removed from matrix (4). Apart from the translation parameters, also the
number of rotation parameters can be reduced. Only the rotation parameters which lead to a displacement in the
virtual plan fragment direction have to be considered. Therefore, j3, the rotation around the y-axis, can be
removed from matrix (4). The resulting matrix after reduction is then as follows [13]:
CCY
D(c,w,p,y)i=

-sy

I

cys

01

I

“0’ “0’ “0’ ” .
0

Fig. 6. Cylindric

0

0

0

1

tolerance zone and associated displacements

(5)

matrix (adapted after [l2]).
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Vector (x,, y,, z,, 0) can also be reduced. This vector represents the direction of the displacement in the
tolerance zone. When again the cylindrical tolerance zone is considered, the vector can be reduced to (0, 1, 0,
0). This implies that only the y-direction of formula (2) becomes part of the set of equations. For each TTRS
and pseudo TTRS of the loop an equation is formulated and the final set of equations for the clearance or
orientation is composed. This set does now have to be solved. In the next section a method is presented to solve
and optimize the set of equations.

3.3. Solving and optimizing

the set of equations

The set of equations should now be solved. Riviere et al. [12] do not propose any solutions in order to solve
the set of equations. Traditional optimization methods, like hill descent algorithms, could be used to solve the
set of equations. However, adaptive search methods like simulated annealing (SA) and genetic algorithms (GAS)
have several advantages compared to these traditional optimization methods. One of the main advantages is that
adaptive search algorithms have the ability to find the global optimal solution of an optimization problem
because they have a random aspect. Three factors contributed to the selection of SA instead of GAS. First, the
time taken to find a solution with SA was shown to be shorter compared to GAS, when applied to constraint
satisfaction problems [ 151. Second, SA seems especially attractive for solving non-linear,
highly coupled
inequality constraints [15]. Third, in FROOM, SA has already been implemented
for solving parameter
constraint satisfaction problems.
SA as described in [ 151 is suitable for the domain of constraint satisfaction problems. In tolerance analysis, a
function has to be optimized with respect to a set of constraints. Therefore, SA had to be adapted to this specific
domain for implementation
in FROOM [ 13,161.

3.4. Example of a gearpump
A gearpump has been selected as an example because it has also been used in other publications, e.g. [ 11,121.
In Fig. 7, the toleranced assembly and the associated assembly graph are shown. As can be seen from Fig. 7,
only the loop (Dl, A2, B2, B3, A3, Bl), in which the clearance appears is considered. From the virtual plan
fragment table it can be derived that the y-direction is the virtual plan fragment direction for the primary
objects. Surface Dl is selected as datum surface. Now the loop is split into two chains: (B2, A2, Dl) and (B3,
A3, Bl, Dl). First, the tolerances on the primary objects, B2 and B3, have to be considered. In both tolerances,
two concentric cylinders are involved. The virtual plan fragment direction is then undetermined at first, see Fig.
4. Because the y-direction has already been determined as virtual plan fragment direction for the primary
objects, the virtual plan fragment direction for the tolerances on the primary objects is also the y-direction.
Matrices D,, and D,, can therefore be reduced, when the chains are completely traversed and reduction turns
out to be allowed. The next step is the calculation of the tolerance constraints according to formulas (1) and (2).
For D,, the reduced tolerance constraint becomes [12,13]:

where Rj (with in this case i = 5) again represents the local and R the global coordinate frame. The traversal to
the next component can now be performed in both chains. An evaluation takes place whether the virtual plan
fragment direction is still valid. Because two parallel cylinders, having the same orientation as the primary
objects are associated, the virtual plan fragment direction is still directed along the y-direction in both chains.
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Fig. 7. The gearpump

(adapted after [ 121).

and formulas

can be formulated

for the small displacements

of the

e*=([P,_R::l-1*[012-11*[PR~Ri]*[MA?lR).~
+([P”-+J1 *[~zz-~l*[P,~,~]*[M,*l,)~y’~

v-a)

e,=([P,,.,]-‘*[~,,-~l*[P,,,,]*[M,,l,)~~
+([PR-,RI]-i*[~,~-~l*[PR-RI]*[MA31R).)t
+([PR.rRJ]-‘*[J)~~-~l*[PR~Rr]*[MB31~).~.
Thissetof

equations

can now be optimized

0)

using SA and formulas (3a) and (3bl.

4. Tolerance analysis in FROOM
In this section, the implementation
of the tolerance analysis module in FROOM is described.
theory as described above, FROOM is currently able to calculate the clearances for assemblies

Based upon the
which are built
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Fig. 8. The results and a solution are proposed to the designer.

of cylindrical faces, planar faces and conical faces. However, the module can easily be extended to other surface
types. The module is implemented using C + + . An object oriented approach is used. The user interface is
based on OSF/motif’”
for X-Windows.
Fig. 8 provides an example of the results of a clearance calculation. As can be seen from the figure, apart
from the results, a solution is presented to the designer if the clearance specifications are not met.

5. Discussion

of the results

In the previous sections, a method for worst case quality of assembly has been presented. Although this
method has successfully been implemented in FROOM, several aspects of the theory as presented in Section 3
have to be verified, such as the validity of the applied reduction of the number of equations as well as
parameters. Thus, a verification of the possibility of an exaggerated worst case tolerance analysis is needed.
Apart from this, the method has to be verified in true 3D clearance calculations and more complex assemblies.
Although the gearpump which has been treated in Section 3.4 is a relatively simple example, it demonstrates the
derived theory at least in 2 l/2 D assemblies. The maximum and minimum clearances can be calculated. Due to
its simplicity, the results obtained from the gearpump example can be interpreted and be compared to
“analytical”
results. The latter is possible because the clearances can also be calculated by substituting the
tolerance values in the equation for the clearance. Because of the relatively simple geometry, the equation for
the clearance can still be derived by hand in the case of the gear pump.
Finally, the results obtained with SA have to be verified. As stated in Section 3.3, the SA algorithm has been
adapted to the combined domain of constraint solving and constraint optimization problems. Although the
results seemed promising, they should be compared with a numeric iterative optimization method.
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and recommendations

A tolerance analysis tool has been presented which allows for worst case tolerance analysis of assemblies as
far as quality of assembly is concerned. An extension has been presented to the methods by Gaunet and Riviere
et al., which restricts the number of equations as well as the number of parameters in the set of equations. The
number of equations is restricted by considering a minimum number of points, depending on the TTRS case.
The method to reduce the number of parameters reasons with the macro-DOFs and geometry in order to find the
virtual plan fragment direction for the primary and secondary objects. Based on this direction, the number of
parameters can be reduced. A third extension is the use of SA for solving and optimizing the set of constraints.
However, these extensions should be verified in a more complex product model. The use of statistical methods
should be investigated in addition to worst case tolerance analysis. The integration of the presented methods and
statistical approaches could lead to a powerful tolerance analysis tool. Also, tolerance synthesis should be
developed, in combination with the presented methods.
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